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Risk management review
Impact of black swan events on the Airliners sector risk management policies

“Given the rise in geopolitical instability and other global risks, forward-thinking financial leaders and
treasurers must focus on helping their organizations understand the potential impact of uncertain events
on business strategies, operations, and supply chains.”
Alex Wittenberg, Marsh & McLennan Companies

“In 2016 events such as the UK Referendum vote to leave the EU and other political events impacted the business, increasing the
volatility of the fuel price and foreign exchange.”
“The impact of Brexit led us to conclude that we wouldn’t be able to deliver on our euro profit targets for the year and on the morning
after the vote we updated the market, which had a big impact on our share price. During the year we looked for ways to counteract that
impact, but the scale of it was significant and we did not have the capacity to offset it completely.”
“There was a significant negative impact of sterling weakness (pre and post Brexit vote) on the Group profits. At an Operating profit level
our results would have been circa €460 million higher excluding the volatility of foreign exchange.”

“2016 has been a year of uncertainty. The aviation industry in particular has faced many challenges: low oil prices and interest rates;
the continuing impact of terrorism; the decision for the UK to exit the European Union; and increased market capacity sustained by a
low fuel price, have all contributed significantly to the position of our business today”
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Significant market moves have become the “new normal”
Managing risk in a more complex world
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Risk Management Best Practice
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Best Practice and Lessons from the Financial Crisis
A flexible and balanced approach to risk management is needed
A balanced and flexible approach to risk management is needed to ensure company financials are not adversely impacted by market movements.
Lessons can be learned from previous financial crises
 Financial crises happen more frequently than expected, statistics indicate that “black swan” events are more probable than expected and “tail risk” events
have increased in recent times. As global economic activity is increasingly interconnected, financial stampedes have knock-on effects across asset
classes.

1. Understand company risks and
correlation

Including the correlation impact across asset classes. This is particularly important for cross currencies (EM vs DM, risk off vs
risk on currencies), commodity vs currencies and rates vs currencies (EURUSD and EURIBOR)

2. Hedge with certainty

Layered approach is best at smoothening y-o-y earnings or cashflow volatility, and preventing over-hedging

3. Know your expected and worst
case scenarios

Understand the potential shortfalls in a hedge and whenever possible, use structures with capped potential losses. The worst
case should not wipe out the company’s earnings. Stress test is needed in addition to VaR - don’t marry a position and
restructure when market conditions are not expected to improve

4. Set Risk Management triggers

Set thresholds that commensurate to its risk tolerance levels

5. Core and Tactical Hedging

Core hedges (30-40%) are carried out regardless of market conditions, whilst tactical hedges (30%) are more view driven
trades that generate savings or increase yields

6. Centralising Hedging Activities

Managing exposures individually could actually increase risks and costs

7. Consistency and Effective
Communication

Remain consistent in risk management execution and effective in communicating the risk management activities and action to
the board and shareholders
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A Holistic Risk Management Framework
Risk Management
Risk management can be approached through a holistic framework, from risk identification to effective hedging execution

Identify
Risks

Diagnose
Risks

Types of risk?
Transactional risk?
Translational risk?

How big are the
exposures?



Identify desired exposures
and relevant market risks
(FX, rates, commodities)



Determine relevant market
benchmarks

Set Risk
Tolerance

Threshold to risk
tolerance?

How volatile?




Quantify exposure
contribution by risk category
using tools such as VaR,
stress test, sensitivity
analysis

Differentiate between
economic risk versus
accounting risk

Determine
Hedging
Strategy

Hedge and
Rebalance
Portfolio

How to hedge?

Execute hedging policy.

Hedging Plan?

Review and Adjust.



Investigate senior
management risk tolerances



Calculate minimum hedge
volumes



Outline acceptable tolerance
based on worst case loss
and maximum likely loss
presented as forwardlooking risk measures



Identify available hedge
instruments and
characteristics



Review peer practices



Determine initial portfolio
and hedging implementation
style



Accounting considerations



Hedge exposures according
to guidelines, and market
characteristics



Monitor performance based
on realized return and
volatility versus
expectations



Set rebalancing timeline and
thresholds
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Identifying the Optimal Hedging Instrument
Risk Management

 What exposure are you looking to hedge?

Exposure

 Cash Flows
 Balance Sheet
 P&L
 How much flexibility do you have with regards to you hedging policy?

Hedging
Policy

 Tenor restrictions / Limitations on product features
 Market views – direction, timing, magnitude of moves
 Hedge accounting constraints

Optimal
Hedge

 What are the key requirements of the hedge?

Specific
Objectives

 Limitations on MTM swings
 Opportunity to take advantage of significant market movements
 Achieving a predetermined budget rate
 Do you take market conditions into account when making hedging decisions? If so:

Market
Levels

 Can you take advantage of existing volatility levels?
 Is the skew in your favour?
 Are forwards trading at a discount or premium?
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Why manage risks?
Managing Airlines = Managing Risks
Financial risk management is essential for an Airline sector
 Unlike other industries where financial risk is often limited to 2 out of the 3 asset classes, airlines have large amount of exposures in :
 Commodity: fuel expenses
 Currency: foreign currency revenues, expenses, debt/leases
 Interest rates: from long term debt, leases and escalation factors
 All these risk factors, if left unmanaged, can create a significant impact on the profitability of an airline. A risk quantification exercise shows that the
earnings-at-risk for an airline arising from FX and Commodities can be greater than entire profit of the company.
 A revised Study of the Allayannis and Weston study (2001) conducted by Maria Gardangen (2011) found positive relationship between fuel hedging and
increase in firm value.
 In addition to the need to manage market risk, the airline industry is highly competitive. As seen in the chart below: airlines
1) have the lowest operating margin across industries, yet
2) have one of the highest fluctuations in operating margins.

Average 5y (2010-Current) Operating Margins across Industries

Volatility of Operating Margins (2010-Current)
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Hedge Execution Styles for Oil Exposure
Risk Management
Hedge Execution Styles Breakdown
Static with 3, 6, 9 & 12 month hedges (% of exposure)

Rolling with 3 month hedges (% of exposure)

% Hedged

% Hedged

% Hedged

Time

Time

 Cash flows for all quarterly exposures of the year
hedged at the start of the accounting year
 Simplest of all strategies
 Minimizes administrative
execution

in

managing

hedge

 Does not cater for cash flow uncertainty
 Creates y-o-y volatility

Backtesting for Brent Consumer
 We have examined the volatility for
different Oil exposures under 4 hedging
styles - Unhedged, Static, Rolling, &
Layered for a 3-year consumer hedging
program.

Layered with 3, 6, 9 & 12 month hedges (% of exposure)

Time

 Hedges are entered into periodically throughout the
year, usually when the exposure becomes certain

 Involves layering hedges in a phased manner.
Hedge ratios increase as exposures become
more certain
 Lowers q-o-q gain/loss volatilities
 Flexibility in adjusting hedge amount as certainty
in cash flows increase

 Mitigates exposure to event risk

 Inter-period gain/loss volatility is largely postponed,
but not necessarily reduced

 Time consuming in tracking exposure changes
and executing hedges

Backtesting Results for ICE Brent
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Peers at a Glance: Hedging Fuel Exposures
Peer Review of Risk Management Policies
Current Fuel Hedge Ratio for Y1
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Market Cap

USD 36.0bn

IAG

Air France - KLM Ryanair

Hedging Policy on Fuel

EasyJet

Air Berlin

Peers

Market Cap



As of 31/12/2016, hedges partially fuel exposures
until 2019



Fuel consumption out to two years may be hedged
within specific limits, using options and swaps on jet
kerosene, gasoil and crude oil.

USD 8.6bn

As of 21/07/2016, hedges 95% of exposures until
March 17, and 55% for fiscal year to March 18.
Hedging horizon is typically 18 months

USD 9.7bn

Policy is to hedge a proportion of consumption for
the next eight quarters with predefined limits and
maximum tenor of 12 quarters.

USD 6.3bn

Hedge 50% to 80% of anticipated exposure for the
rolling 12 months

USD 3.6bn

USD 7.3bn

USD 24.5bn


USD 15.6bn

-

SAS Group



Air Canada AeroMexico

Qantas

Japan Airlines

Hedging Policy on Fuel


Allows hedge up to 24 months with declining
percentages, mainly through forwards and vanilla
options



Fuel is hedged up to 18 months in advance. Current
period hedge ratio is 31%




Hedges up to 85% of monthly fuel costs
85% for exposures up to 7 months, and lower ratio
for 8th to 24th months



Fuel accounted for 29.6% of 2016 expenses.
Exposure hedged through fuel derivatives.



Allows hedging up to 75% for months 0-12, 50% for
months 13-24, and 25% for months 5-36

-

Source: 2016 Annual Report for each Peer, Bloomberg
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Market Outlook
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Brent
Energy Market Outlook
Brent moves above its end-2016 value for only the third time this year

Brent prices, forecasts, market curve and consensus (USD/bbl)

 November ICE Brent pushed above $59/bbl, to settle at its highest level
since early-July 2015, while Nymex WTI rose more than $1.50/bbl to
settle at $52.22/bbl.
 Although there recently was plenty of price-bullish news making
headlines, undoubtedly the biggest factor was the referendum in the
Kurdistan region of Iraq. All major news outlets are reporting an
overwhelming “yes” vote. The response in the region was swift, with a
curfew declared in Kirkuk and the Iraqi parliament voting to send troops
and police forces to the city. Turkey also threatened to shut the pipeline
link to Ceyhan, the major export outlet for the KRG’s independentlymarketed crude.
 OPEC’s monitoring committee held its fifth meeting last Friday, and
estimated that compliance with the cut deal reached 116% in August.
The group also noted that commercial oil stocks have been drawn by
nearly half of the target since the start of the year with only another 170
million barrels to go. However, beyond the official press release,
messages were mixed with all eyes on when or whether an extension to
the cut agreement would be discussed. Conflicting messages regarding
the possibility of discussing an extension were given by the UAE and
Russia, while traction is gaining for the committee to include export
volumes in its compliance assessment.

Source : Bloomberg, Energy Information Administration, Standard Chartered Research
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Brent market
Forward curves
Background

Brent price curve (USD/bbl)

 Brent crude prices are near their 2017 high on strong global demand
and OPEC discipline
 Market has moved into the strongest one-year backwardation at the front
of the curve since 2014

 Despite the rise at the front, the back of the curve is lower y/y; we think it
is under-priced
 Brent volatilities are back into the lowest quartile over the last 5 years,
and provide cheap opportunity for hedges using optionality

Brent ATM Volatility Cone – Volatilities back in lowest quartile

Brent Price vs Brent Curve
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Jet market





The falling stocks and forward demand cover for most
products and ensuing tightness speak for a relatively healthy
refining outlook. While there is still a certain uncertainty when
it comes to inventory assessments, we are clearly looking at a
tightening picture which is currently underpinning the market.
The Jet is market settling down after the hurricane season
although the disruption has shown up how short the market is
of distillates and how strong demand is globally.
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Preliminary August data suggests that total global crude
stocks declined m/m. The decline seems marginal at the
moment, but nevertheless it is the first time since December
2016 that it has occurred. Chinese builds slowed down
(+840,000 bpd) and were thus unable to counteract
stockdraws recorded in Europe, OECD Asia and the US. The
global crude overhang vs. the 5-year average is still rather
substantial on the back of builds in China, but also in Europe
and in the US over the past 3 years. On the other hand, crude
stocks in Middle East drew substantially since the end of
2015, with Saudi stocks now 75 million barrels below their
October 2015 maximum.
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Apr-14



The overhang in stocks, which has been the prevalent story of
the past couple of years, is turning and forward demand cover
has dropped to levels in line with the 5-year average.
Recovering demand for gas oil/diesel and continued strong
growth in jet fuel consumption have been behind this trend.
The stubbornly high forward cover of last year (around 33-34
days throughout the year) has declined to around 31 days in
August. Looking ahead, we expect this to fall slightly below
year-ago levels as consumption is set to remain healthy.
Steady backwardation in global gas oil/diesel futures and high
import requirements in Latin America and Europe will likely
continue to see stocks being drawn down over the coming
months.

Jan-14



Forward Curve as of 03-Jan-17

'
Jet
Brent
Crack

Q4 17
568
57.25
14.75

Q1 18
560
56.75
14.15

Q2 18
554
56.50
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Q3 18
552
56.00
13.90

Q4 18
550
55.75
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Q1 19
548
55.50
13.80
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Commodities vs. Currency Correlation
Is FX-Commodity correlation reliable?

 However, correlations trends have been inconsistent historically
and have been weak in 2017, resulting in significant exposures to
those assuming a natural hedge. Especially, the correlation between
EUR and oil prices has been weak, which exposes European oil
consumers to both FX and commodity risk.
 It is possible to manage both commodity and FX risk with a single
composite Swap or option structure as it naturally embeds the FX
conversion into the payoff. Hedging both risks through the same
instrument also reduces transaction costs significantly.
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 In case the optimal entry points for hedging FX and commodity risk are
not aligned, the new IFRS 9 hedge accounting guidelines allow
hedging both risks at different points in time without recognizing
hedge ineffectiveness.

Rolling 1Y Correlation of weekly returns (EUR vs Brent)
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EUR

 Correlations between currencies and commodities can be explained
by the relationship of a country’s economy to commodity prices, either as
a net producer or as a net consumer (i.e. CAD and Oil, etc.).
Corporates with exposure to both risks tend to rely on these
correlations to assume a natural hedge, or hedge only the commodity
part.

Low implied volatility environment across asset classes
Attractive entry levels for hedging using optionality
 Declining rates volatilities mark fading uncertainty on the fiscal – and
monetary – policy fronts. Lower chances of a fiscal stimulus in the US
have also reduced the likelihood of the Fed being drawn into aggressive
policy tightening due to a sharp pick-up in inflation.
 Lower interest rate volatilities have driven FX volatilities to multi-year
lows.
 Brent volatilities are back into the lowest quartile over the last 5 years.
 A low volatility environment provides attractive opportunities for hedges
across asset classes using optionality.

Commodities – Brent ATM Volatility Cone
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ICE Brent as a proxy hedge of Jet Fuel exposure
Price and Volatility relationship
Jet Kerosene CIF NWE vs Brent prices ($/bbl)
 Fuel prices have been historically highly correlated with oil.
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 Significantly stronger liquidity of Swap and Options markets for ICE
Brent made it a preferred hedge underlying choice.
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 Currently oil volatility is back into the lowest quartile over the last 5
years, and provides attractive opportunity for hedging using optionality.
 1Y implied volatility is at the lowest level seen over the past 5 years for
Brent prices below $65/bbl. Implied volatility for $70/bbl Call option is
traded at around 22%, while regression analysis forecasts a 28%
volatility. His emphasizes further attractive levels for out of the money
options in particular.
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 Hence Risk reversal structure for Jet will have an extra 2.9% premia in
volatility terms in comparison to equivalent Brent structure.
Source: SCB calculations. Data from 04-Jan-2010. All number are indicative and for illustration only.
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When is it a good time to implement an FX hedge?
Hedging uncertain exposures
Background

Process

 Intuitively, if the chance of winning a contract is very low it isn’t sensible
to hedge as you increase the probability of incurred losses.

 Building on these three key factors we have a two step process to
deducing whether to hedge:

 Similarly, if winning is very likely, it is sensible to hedge so as to reduce
to associated risks.
 But how do we decide when a deal is suitably ‘likely’ that it’s worth
hedging?

Step 1
Can you accept an
FX loss if the contract
doesn’t happen?

Framework
 The most important factors in the FX management of the deal are:

No
Options are very
limited. Either leave
the exposure
unhedged or use a
DCF type trade.
Achieving the
best overall rate

Minimizing the
potential FX losses
if the contract
happens

Yes
Quantify when we
should hedge

Not having to pay
if the contract is
lost
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Changes in the banking environment
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Regulations are changing
New ways to do business

Impact of Basel III Regulations
Reducing bank liquidity risk
Increasing bank capitalization

Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)
Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)

Constraining bank leverage

Capital Efficient Solutions
Variations to Traditional Instruments
 Interest Rates
‒ Traditional Instrument: Interest Rate Swap
‒ Variation: Overlay of Interest Rate Cap (↓ 25%)
‒ Mandatory Break Clauses: Limit exposure by terminating
transactions on their break dates
 FX
‒ Traditional Instrument: Cross Currency Swap
‒ Variation: Capped Floored Cross Currency Swap (↓ 25%)

Using Cash as collateral to reduce the exposure through
 CSAs
‒ Market standard collateralisation for derivatives. Capital relief
depends on the existing client portfolio and CSA terms
 Deposits documented under ISDA or a pledge
‒ Effective way to use cash deposited with SCB to reduce
hedging costs or provide yield enhancement

 FX Contingent Collateralisation
‒ Portfolio overlay trade to create synthetic collateralisation
based on FX triggers

 Commodities
‒ Traditional Instrument: Commodity Swap
‒ Variation: Capped Swap (Swap with Call option) (↓ 50%)
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Change of accounting landscape
New Accounting Regulation

IFRS 9 Accounting Changes

IFRS 9 Accounting Changes

Less prescriptive requirements
1

Economic hedging achieves recognition
4

Removal of “80 – 125%” bright line hedge effectiveness test,
which makes temporary dislocation or revision of hedge ratios
easier

Greater flexibility in treatment of options
2

In line with risk management techniques

5

New approach for accounting for time value , which can now be
amortized over the hedge tenor

•

6

Permits hedges of any identifiable and measurable risk
component of non-financial items separately. Commodity risk
can therefore be isolated and hedged.

Reasons for not applying for hedge accounting under IAS 39:
Use of dynamic hedging strategy
5%
7%

Use of non plain vanilla derivatives
Too much administrative burden

9%
16%
16%
17%

Immaterial impact
Source: PWC’s Inaugural Asia Corporate Treasury Survey Results 2014

Allows designation of layer components from a defined notional
amount
Easier to hedge a group of items

Hedging is more efficient

Commodity hedging is made easier
3

Expanded range of eligible hedge items by permitting
designation of aggregated exposure

•

Allows amortisation of forward points and premiums paid on
purchased option, resulting in a reduction of P/L volatility of
hedges

IFRS 9 hedge accounting is aimed at:
 Providing more useful information about risk management
activities
 Reflecting risk management and hedging more accurately in
the accounting statements

29%

 Providing a better link between risk management strategy,
the rationale for hedging and the impact of hedging on
financial statements
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Effects of the new rules for Commodity hedging
New Accounting Regulation
IFRS 9 aims to simplify the adoption of hedge accounting through various improvements. This would increase attractiveness for certain types of
hedges for Clients who are concerned about hedge accounting, including Commodity Consumers or Producers.
Derivative as a hedged item

Hedging of Risks Component

e.g. Hedging FX risk on a previously hedged Brent exposure

e.g. Copper Consumer hedging of price risk component

 IFRS 9 allows for aggregated exposures as hedged item, i.e. combination of
existing exposure and a derivative could be designated as hedged item

 Under IAS 39, Clients could indicate hedged risk as the full price risk and not a
part of the price risk, leading to ineffectiveness

 Example: Client hedges Commodity risk first, and few months later hedge the
FX risk

 Example: To hedge copper price risk component of the purchase price,
would need to indicate hedged risk being purchase price risk (which
includes logistics cost) with copper hedge as a proxy

 The FX swap can be designated as a hedge for the combined position of [1]
Commodity exposure and [2] existing Commodity forward contract; Under IAS
39, a derivative (i.e. the Commodity forward contract) could not be designated
as part of a hedged item
 Hedge accounting adopted for the existing Commodity forward, with hedged
item as Commodity exposure, continues and need not be re-established
 This results in more effective hedges and lower PnL impact compared to the
approach under IAS 39

Proxy Hedging

 The component of logistics cost leads to ineffectiveness and hence PnL
noise, and in worst case may make it tough to adopt or continue with hedge
accounting
 Under IFRS9, in such a scenario, one may indicate hedged risk as the copper
price risk component of purchase price and not include logistics cost as part of
effectiveness testing

 This leads to much higher effectiveness and lower PnL impact

Options Hedging

e.g. Proxy hedging of Jet Fuel exposure through Brent

e.g. Commodity Producer hedging using Put option with 2y tenor

 Under IAS 39, any dislocation of the hedging relationship beyond the 80-125%
fair value ratio range, even temporary, will lead to its discontinuity.

 Under IAS 39, option time value decay is reported through PnL, resulting in
volatility .

 Under IFRS 9, in case of a temporary market dislocation, the hedging
relationship is revaluated. Provided it fulfils a set of economical criteria, it will
not be discontinued, even if the 80-125% range is breached temporarily.

 Under IFRS 9, PnL volatility shall be smoothened out and thereby making it
easier for Clients to hedge via Options
 Example: if Commodity production is hedged via 2y put option, time value of
the option, is recognized in equity through the 2 years and released to PnL on
the maturity date.
 This has an effect of realising the cost or time value of the hedge in the same
reporting period as the underlying production – instead of creating volatility
over 2 years
22

Standard Chartered Credentials
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Standard Chartered Bank
Here for the long run
Benefit From Our Rich Banking Heritage
 More than 150 years in business with an unrivalled presence in
Asia, Africa and the Middle East
 Disciplined execution of strategy and focus on
banking fundamentals

Over

150

Global Presence with Local Expertise

years

 Standard Chartered Bank has extensive operations in over 1,700
branches in more than 70 countries employing around 87,000
people

in the world’s
most dynamic
markets

Financial Highlights for FY 2016
Capital and liquidity metrics

Reported results

Common Equity Tier 1 (end point basis) ratio

Operating Income

13.6%

$13.8bn

FY 2015: 12.6%

FY 2015: $15.4bn

Liquid asset ratio

Loans and advances to customers

32.9%

$266bn

FY 2015: 32.6%

H2 2015: $261bn

Advances to Deposits ratio

Customer deposits

67.6%

$378bn

FY 2015: 72.8%

FY 2015: $359bn

Strong credentials
Primary listings in
London, Hong Kong and Mumbai

Top 25
in FTSE 100 Index
Credit ratings

A/A1/A+
(S&P/Moody’s/Fitch)
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Standard Chartered Bank Capabilities
Research
Standard Chartered boasts a top ranked Global Research team consisting of more than 150 economists, analysts and strategists.
Award-Winning Research Team
 Macroeconomics: Insightful analysis and forecasts; ongoing discussions with
clients, regulators and central bankers; providing global thought leadership
FX Forecast Accuracy Ranking 2016
 FX: Award-winning FX forecasts and client-specific trading strategies on key
EM and G10 currencies, supported by fundamental, flow, quantitative and
technical analysis

 Commodities: On-the-ground analysis across our footprint, combined with
fundamental and quantitative global insights on key commodities across
energy, metals and agriculture markets, to provide recommendations and
opportunities to clients

 Rates: Local insights, quantitative analysis and actionable strategies across
rate derivatives and government bonds within our footprint economies, as well
as advice on bonds market

#1
#2
#3
#3
#3
#3

for Emerging Asia Q4’2016 - overall
for Emerging Asia Q2’2016 – USD/SGD
for Emerging Asia Q2’2016 – USD/THB
for LatAm Q2’2016 – USD/COP
for LatAm Q1’2016 – USD/ARS
for Emerging Asia Q1’2016 – USD/SGD

Local Currency Bond individuals in
research, sales and trading 2016
#1 Hong Kong: Becky Liu

Industrial Metals Forecast
Accuracy Ranking 2016
#1 Overall
#1 for Aluminium forecasts
#1 for Nickel forecasts
#1 for Zinc forecasts
#2 for Copper forecasts
#2 for Tin forecasts

FX Research Survey 2016
#1 FX Flows Research – U.S.

 Credit: In-depth, bottom-up fundamental research combined with thematic and
differentiated top-down credit strategy; the team covers over 300 sovereign,
corporate and financial sector credits across Asia, Africa and the Middle East

 Equities: Bottom-up, fundamental research on over 600 companies across
Asia, organised on a sector basis, with particular strength in oil and gas,
mining, banking, insurance, telecoms, utilities, mid-cap industrials and
emerging companies
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Standard Chartered Bank
Biography

Chris joined Standard Chartered in August 2011 and is responsible for the
Bank’s Energy Sales franchise across EMEA. He joined from Barclays where
he held a number senior commodity positions, including Director Commodity
Sales and Head of Environmental Markets Sales.
Chris’s experience in the commodity industry spans 25 years in sales and
trading. In his 6 years with Standard Chartered, Chris has built up the Bank’s
energy risk management platform, providing services for state-owned and
merchant refiners, oil producers, airlines, utilities and shipping companies.
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Disclaimer
This document is issued by Standard Chartered Bank (Bank) a firm authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
Prudential Regulation Authority.
This is provided for information purposes only. It is not intended, and should not be relied upon, as advice on the accounting treatment of any transaction and/or related
matters. It is not intended to offer recommendation or advice nor to sell any product or provide any service. Bank does not provide accounting advice and recommends that you
seek advice from your own accountants, auditors and/or other professional advisers (Adviser).
The accounting treatment of this or any transaction should be confirmed with your Adviser before entering into any transaction. While all reasonable care has been taken in
preparing this document, Bank does not accept any responsibility or liability of any kind with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
document or for errors of fact or for any opinion expressed herein. Accounting laws, rules, standards and other guidelines may differ in different countries and/or may change at
any time without notice.
It is provided to assist interested parties in making a preliminary analysis of the proposed transaction and does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information
that a prospective investor may require to make a full analysis of the proposed transaction. It is for information and discussion purposes only and does not constitute either an
offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security or any financial instrument or enter into any transaction or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment.
Any values shown herein are indicative, do not represent any obligation or commitment by Bank to transact, are subject to change without notice and in particular, any such
value may not reflect factors such as hedging and transaction costs, credit considerations, market liquidity and bid-offer spread, all of which could be relevant in establishing a
firm price quotation.

Information (including market data and statistical information) appearing herein has been obtained from various public sources believed to be reliable. We do not represent or
warrant that this information is accurate or complete. Accordingly, it should not be relied upon as such. While all reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document,
no responsibility or liability is accepted for any errors of fact, omission or for any opinion expressed herein. The information contained herein does not purport to identify or
suggest all the risks (direct or indirect) that may be associated with the proposed transaction. Any investment or ideas discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Past
performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance; the value, price or income from investments may fall as well as rise. Bank and/or its affiliates and subsidiaries
may have position(s) in any of the underlying(s), indices, instruments or currencies contained herein. Bank may not have the necessary licenses to provide services or offer
products in all countries or such provision of services or offering of products may be subject to the regulatory requirements of each jurisdiction and you should check with your
relationship manager or usual contact. You are advised to exercise your own independent judgment (with the advice of your Adviser) with respect to the risks and
consequences of any matter contained herein. We expressly disclaim any liability and responsibility for any losses arising from any uses to which this document is put and for
any errors or omissions in this document.
© Copyright Standard Chartered Bank. All rights reserved. All copyrights subsisting and arising out of these materials belong to Standard Chartered Bank and may
not be reproduced, distributed, amended, modified, adapted, transmitted in any form, or translated in any way without the prior written consent of Standard
Chartered Bank
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